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Abstract. Biometrics is evolving every day more and more in technical sense and consequently
faces with further challenges that become sharper. One of these challenges of is gender
recognition that finds very important and key applications. In this paper, we consider the gender
recognition process implemented through the Cosfire filter applied through Viola- Jones
algorithm and simulated through the Matlab platform. Objective of this paper is improving the
execution of gender recognition. The database contains 237 images of 128 to 128 pixels, where
128 are males and 109 are females. For each of them, gender recognition is performed by
applying current and improved Viola-Jones algorithm and execution time for each of them is
measured. Consequently, it is noticed that the execution time in the case of modified algorithm
is lower than the first version. The change consists in intervening in recursive filtering by
duplicating it. Furthermore, data obtained from both algorithms in question are processed
through the Shape-Preserving Regression - PCHIP regression by giving respective equations
and the coefficients of the determination and the respective residual plots performed by Matlab
simulation test-bench. Recommendations can be issued in context of further execution time
reduction of Viola-Jones algorithm applied on gender recognition.
Keywords: biometrics, execution, Viola-Jones, filtering

Introduction
Biometric applications are recognizing a very significant increase in almost every simulation
domain at different levels or even application levels of different types, ranging from crucial to
advertising (9). Consequently, research in biometrics and its various derivatives leads to the
further development of applications that need performance improvements at the time of
execution or adapting to different hardware parameters that may be necessary to execute certain
software. which performs the said biometric function. Moreover, one of the current and most
recent developments in the field of biometrics is gender recognition; this is a biometric
derivative that still leaves a lot of room for research and development and furthermore it is still
at the level of improving such parameters as the image quality against which the algorithm will
be recognized, the execution time of the algorithm, etc (6). However, according to (4) one of
the recently developed algorithms for gender recognition is the Viola-Jones algorithm applied
in accordance with the COSFIRE Frame-Work filter. Although this object-detection algorithm
is known to be a slow algorithm in the training process (2) it has a great advantage in speeding
the object detection process. This algorithm uses the COSFIRE filter and therefore does not
contain multiplications (8).
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Fig. 1. The scheme of Gender Recognition process that uses Viola-Jones algorithm
In our paper we have addressed a performance analysis of the Viola-Jones algorithm in the
context of using the COSFIRE filter platform for gender recognition taking into account
runtime parameters. Specifically, a classic version of the Viola-Jones algorithm has been
considered with the aim of improving it in sensing the execution time of the said algorithm. The
modification in question was carried out through simulations in Matlab simulation platform
tools and subsequent regressive comparisons were performed using Shape- Preserving
Regression and reflecting the corresponding results of the determination coefficients.

Methodology
The algorithm in question was developed according to Viola-Jones and considers a database of
237 images containing faces of different genders ranging from 128 pixels to128 pixels; among
these images are 128 male images and the rest are females and the objective is gender
recognition and further is the improvement of the execution time performance of the ViolaJones algorithm used to perform this gender recognition process. Specifically, the intervention
was carried out in the frame processing phase and in the COSFIRE Framework as shown in the
following code:
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The intervention is performed in the above cycle by "for" adding two more cycles, thereby
increasing the complexity but on the other hand reducing the execution time in the COSFIRE
Framework process.
Further, each of the 237 images measured the execution time of the classical as well as the
improved algorithm and were placed in a database for comparison in a regressive analysis. The
regressive analysis will consist of the Gauss8 adapted to Shape- Preserving Regression model
and has this equation:

Results
After applying the improved algorithm and regressive analysis, the corresponding results of the
simulations carried out through the Matlab R2019b Toolbox platform are presented. Figure 2
below shows the Shape-Preserving Regression graph as well as the Residual Plots for the case
when we applied the Viola-Jones default algorithm execution time for gender recognition for
237 images.

Fig. 2. The plot of regression of the standard Viola-Jones algorithm and the corresponding
residual-plots
The figure 3 shows the Shape-Preserving Regression graph as well as the corresponding
residual plots for the case where we applied the runtime measurement of the improved ViolaJones algorithm for gender recognition to 237 images.

Fig. 3. The plot of regression of the improved Viola-Jones algorithm and the corresponding
residual-plots
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Below we have the regression coefficients that correspond to the equation (1):
Table 1. The table that shows the trendline coefficients according to the algorithm for the
classic simulation model as well as the improved one

Also, presented below are the supporting data of the trend-line performance and the execution
time of which 237 images of the simulation model.
Table 2. The table that shows the performance of the data for the two models

Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper we discussed about the field of biometric gender recognition regarding the
performance of the Viola-Jones algorithm. The importance of the Viola-Jones model, as an
algorithm for biometric facial identification processes, plays an important role and provides
space for continuous reconfigurations and modifications that improve the performance of the
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models in question in different terms where one of them is the time of facial identification
execution versus a certain database. In our model we have implemented a simulation model
through Matlab software (R2019a), which realizes the gender recognition process including an
open source database of 237 facial images (13). The purpose of this paper was to present a
simulation model that deals inside it with a modified version of the Viola-Jones algorithm; the
modeling was intended to give the results of this improvement of the Viola-Jones algorithm in
terms of the execution time of identifying a facial image (5) (11).
The modification, carried out in the Viola-Jones algorithm, was the intervening in the
respective cycles by introducing two “for” cycles into the algorithm. Also, the modification of
this modeling was the intervention standard code that makes it possible to read the database that
is further applied in the basic model algorithm (7). Also, to reflect the results in time, we
simulated through Matlab a “Shape-Preserving Regression – PCHIP” algorithm model that
generates a threefold reflection performance of the standard Viola-Jones algorithm versus the
improved algorithm. Along with the graphical data of Shape-Preserving Regression – PCHIP
approximation, specific and supporting parameters are also given, where they are considered as
computable coefficients (3). Because of the Shape-Preserving Regression – PCHIP method
simulations, it is concluded that the execution time of the facial image identification process for
the standard Viola-Jones algorithm has extremes that show greater time values compared to the
improved pattern (1). Disputes and discussions that arise from this study leave spaces for
improvements in the terms of time needed to perform facial identification process performances
as well as the size of the database needed to keep the face images; in relation to the database
arises the challenge of designing models that go hand in hand with the improvement of the
model's quality in relation to the execution (10)(12).
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